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bulldozer helps to make North Stevens Hail more accessible to disabl-
ed people in an estimated $97,000 worth of renovations.
Hall to become more
accessible for disabled
by Wendy Boynton
Staff Writer
An estimated $97,000 project making
North Stevens Hall handicap accessible is
-being constructed, according -to —Ron
Brown, construction specialist for Univer-
sity of Maine facilities management.
The project, which is being done by P.J.
Sulinski and Sons Inc., of Old Town, will
focus on the installation of an elevator,
Brown said. Currently, workers are drilling
a hole for the elevator. A brick and block
shaft will be going on the outside of the
building, he said.
The construction, which began in mid-
July, is the result of a UMaine student's in-
ability to enter-the building.
"We have a student who is enrolled and
needs to get in," Brown said.
With another eight to nine weeks of con-
struction to come, Brown said the project
should be completed in the first part of
November.
"It's just not a fast job," he said.
In addition, Brown anticipates a reassess-
ment of existing handicap parking spaces
behind North Stevens once construction is
completed.
Under the Federal 504 Law, UMaine
must provide "reasonable accommoda-
tions" to persons with disabilities, said O.J.
Logue, counselor-coordinator of services
for students with disabilities.
The law, which comes from the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, "is considered
the first civil rights law that pertains to per-
sons -with " Logue said.
Protest draws 205000
CAPE TOWN, South Africa (AP)- More
than 20,000 peaceful protesters sang songs
of freedom and waved banners denouncing
police brutality on Wednesday in the big-
gest anti-government march ever permitted
in the country.
Police stayed out of sight as marchers-
led by black leaders and Cape Town's white
mayor- clogged a mile long route leading
from St. George's Anglican Cathedral to
City Hall.
Organizers described the march as a
historical occurence in this racially divid-
ed nation.'
"We have scored a great victory for
justice and peace," Anglican Archbishop
Desmond Tiitu told a crowd of 1,800 black,
white and mixed-race marchers who pack-
ed City Hall while thousands of others
stood outside.
He said acting President F.W. de Klerk
should have been present "to see what this
country is going to become... a technicolor
country."
The absence of police contrasted sharp-
ly with protest marches two weeks ago in
Cape Town that were broken up by riot
(see PROTEST page 8)
Director has high hopes for Carnegie museum
by John Begin
Staff Writer
The plans that Charles A. Shepard III
scribbled on the back of an envelope two
years ago are now becoming an exciting
reality for the University of Maine
Museum of Art.
Shepard, the museum director for the
past two years, was flying to Bangor to
interview for the vacant director's posi-
tion'When he came up with a10-year
agenda of changes for the museum.
Before Shepard's arrival, most of the
artists shown at the  museum,  were 
regional artists. 
_
"There were some great shows at
times," he said, "but as a rule, you
wouldn't define it as a higher-standard,
museum-quality program."
After accepting the job, the 1982
UMaine graduate, began the unenviable
task of initiating contacts between UM-
MA and the art worlds of New York,
San Francisco, Boston and Washington
D.C.
"I must have seen over one hundred
art shows before the first snowfall, "
he said.
A virtually unknown art locality,
Shepard was able to attract recognized
artists to UMMA with his "strength of
personality" and respectable past
business relations as the "contemporary
art liaison" to_ New York. while study-
ing under Tom Krens at Williams
College.
After establishing a strong list of con-
tacts for the museum, Shepard instituted
a four-year membership campaign which
is currently underway.
Shepard hopes the campaign will raise
enough revenue to allow a separate
building to be constructed for the art
department, as well as provide massive
remodeling to Carnegie, the building in
which the museum and art department
are currently housed.
Some of the planned changes to
Carnegie Hall include the addition of a
new wing, which will allow the display-
ing ofthe museum's large-scale contem-
porary works, and the installation of
new lighting and security systems.
How is Shepard raising the money?
By installing a sense of pride in the
people of Maine, and in the art collec-
tion they—own. "Somehow we (Maine
residents) have set our ceilings allittle
Iow-er- for reasons we don't even
know': Shepard said. "I don't think
that has to happen."
"1 look at the museum its a way of
saying to the people, 'We can have an ab-
solute top-flight, number-one museum:"
_
This is the best that can be gotten on
a practical level, he said. "We're not
going to be the Metropolitan Museum
in scope, but why can't we be it in quali-
ty?" Shepard said.
, (see DIRECTOR page 12) Charles A. Shepard 111
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'Thuisday's Special
LasaqNa
-FaNbaNqo !
ONly $5.25
A generous plateful of pasta,
cheese and fresh lean meat
smothered in David's own
sauce. Plus oven warmed garlic
bread and cold, crisp salad for -
a budget pleasing price.
•jasmin
A Unique Italian Restaurant
28 Mill St Orono, ME 04473 207/8661420C
Dangerous
Liaisons
starring
-:ter,-1 Licse Michelle Mater
lohn MalkovIch
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News Briefs
Belfast doctor faces warning
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — A
Belfast physician found guilty of un-
professional conduct for failing to
notify state authorities of suspected
sex abuse of a teen-ager faces a war-
ning from tile Maine Board of
Registration in Medicine
After a 3-hour hearing, the board
voted 5-2 to give Dr. Christopher S.
Smith a warning, the least serious
sanction it can impose.
David Hedrick, the board's ex-
ecutive director, said the case is believ-
ed to be the first in which a physician
was charged with failure to report
suspected abuse of a minor under a
1980 law that also applies to nurses,
guidance counselors and social
workers. -- A
The hearing lbesday focused on
two cases, one of which was dismiss-
ed by the board. The charge that
resulted in the board's 5-1 guilty fin-
ding stemmed from a relationship
between a 15-year-otd-girt and Larry
Dutch. a gymnastics coach and
physical education teacher at Belfast
Area High School.
Dutch was sentenced in July 1988
to one,-ear in-Prison for gross sexual
misconduct involving the girl, who
had been his student, in 1984 and
1985.
Smith said that during that period,
the girl told him she was sexually ac-
tive with an unidentified man who
was 30 years old. In the winter of
1984_the_girrs mother said she had
read her daughter's diary which told
of her sexual relationship with Dutch
and said it had ended.
Under state law it is a felony for a
teacher to have sex with a student
under age 18: it is statutory rapt if a
person 14 or 15 years old has sex with
a person at least five years older.
Smith said he did not think it
---- necessary to report the information
about the girl to authorities because
the mother asked him to keep it con-
fidential and said she planned to con-
front Dutch.
Smith, who has practiced medicine
in the Belfast area for 19 years,
acknowledged he was not familiar
with the mandatory reporting law.
"I  didn't_ftl it was sex abuse,"
'Smith told Assistant Attorney
General Timothy Collier. "The de-
meanor of the girl involved did not
lead me to believe it was abusive. If
I didn't follow the law, it was out of
ignorance"-
Asserting that the hearing would
----tletermine how seriously the board
regarded the mandatory reporting
law, Collier recommended that
Smith's license be suspended for 30
days, that the sentence by stayed and
that he begiven a reprimand.
Smith's attorney, Sumner Lipman,
said the case was a difficult one He
said that when the doctor learned
abOut the situation, the girl was near-
ly 16 and her relationship with the
either teacher was voluntary—__
Woman 'disappears' from home
LONDONDERRY. N.H. (AP)' —
%hue -searched Wednesday for a
29-yew-01d woman who disappeared
from bet home in a secluded residen-
tial neighborhood.
Kimberly Goss was reported miss-
ing at about 8 p.m. Tuesday by her
husband, David.
Police Chief Richard Bannon said
Mrs. Goss left wort early, between 2
p.m and 230 p.m. Tuesdai4. to meet
a girlfriend_ The 5-foot-' blonde,
blue-eyed woman's car was in the
Hattisortforiurnerisisiner,_-
__=_ILdrivrway, but she was not at homeMelanie GritFth when her friend 4=ne to the house
_ afterAirs,._Goss failed to show up and
didn't answer the phone.
-There is no indication of foul play
or a struggle — no one saw her being
. dragged away — but there is a strong
Working
'Girl--
- —starring --
Friday Sept. 15 Saturday Sept. 16
Showings: 6:30 and 9:00pm
714auck Auditorium
AdMission $.50 w/ student i.d.
$3.00 all others
•
indication that this incident is more
than a missing person," Bannon
said. "Neighbors told us they saw
things that were unusual taking, place
at the home."
Police took plaster casts of foot-
prints and tire tracks near the house,
and searched nearby woods.
"There were no domestic problems
and so far we've been told she was
very happy and there were no pro-
blems at work," Bannon said.
"We've investigating this as though  
it were a missing person, but there is
evidence that it may be more than
that. Her car is still at the home and
a number of her personal effects that
would normally be taken if leaving
the home were still found in the
house."
Man crushed to death by truck
WATERVILLE. Maine (AP) - An
apparent misunderstanding was
Wooled Wechiesclity for an accident at
Fibre Co. that cost a 56-year-
.041 employ= his life_
*Aster Banda Hartland was kill:
ed instantly Tnisday- night when
 cru5bed by- a tractor4r1iter hg as it
bacizd into a loading dock at the
milL police sal&
When the driver first backed into
pour:Kin to inioid a shiiwnent, he svas
instriscted to pull forward because the
rubber bumpers at the rear of his
trailer had Necked the spnag-loaded
bridge on the loading dock. according
to Detective Ire Gilbert
After Baird moved behind the
truck to free the bridge, he yelled
something to another employee who
was working in the area.
"The tractot trailer driser, who had _
• lost sight of (Baird), misunderstood
him and thought he had said it was
OK fOr 'Min to Awk up,' Gilbert
said. •
No charges were tiled against the
ti ticket, identilied as Reginald Man-
ning, of Ashdalc. Nova Scotia.
the.11.S. Occupational Safetly and
Health Administration was called in
to investigate the accident, Gilbert
said
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Cholesterol is topic of September campaign
by J. Emily Hathaway
Staff Writer
Maine State Human Services Com-
missioner Rollin Ives wants Maine
citizens to keep track of a vital health
statistic.
"About 50 percent of adults have
cholesterol above the desired level and
Maine is 11th in the nation at risk for
heart disease.," he said.
"It is important for Maine people to
reduce the risk of heart disease by know-
ing their cholesterol number and, if it is
high, to take action to reduce it," he
said.
"Know their number" is the theme for
a September campaign conducted jointly
by the Department of Human Services'
Health Promotion and Education Divi-
sion and the Maine affiliate of the
American Heart Association.
In connection with the campaign,
Wells Commons and two area super-
markets are holding a food fair.
Anne Johnson, manager of dining
hall programming, said low cholesterol
entrees are marked with hearts on this
week's menus.
"This is so students will have an idea
what their best bets are," she said.
Bill Belmore of the American Heart
Association said the Broadway Shop'n
Save and the Hogan Road Shaw's will
be offering literature about cholesterol
and food choices on Friday, Sept. 15,
from 4 to 7 p.m. and on Saturday, Sept.
16, from 9 a.m. to noon.
There will also be grocery tours by
dieticians, cooking demonstrations and
food samples.
"We want to increase the public's
awareness about what they should be
eating," he said.
Dr. Joseph M. Pechinski, professor of
education and physical education at the
University of Maine, defines cholesterol
as a blood fat. Too much cholesterol, he
said, constitutes a heart attack risk fac-
tor because high blood fats can lead to
plaque depoSits on the insides of
arteries.
_
Textbooks
insufficient
WASHINGTON (AP) — Commonly
used high school textbooks too often
give students a picture of American
history that is without color, passion, or
point of interest, a study released by the
American Federation of Teachers said
Wednesday.
The I58-page critique by historian
Paul Gagnon analyzed five books and
said they neglect the role of religion in
American history, give short shrift to
Old World roots, and fail to explore
deeply the thinking of such major
figures as Abraham Lincoln.
"History is, above all, a good story
and the truth is always the best story to
tell ourselves," Gagnon wrote in the
study, titled, "Democracy's half-told
story: What American History text-
books Should Add"
The writers, he said, "labor too hard
to balance affirmation and negation,
and the result is a detatched neutrality,
passionless about both the ugly and
beautiful moments in our history!'
"Whatever the case, the picture drawn
for students is often colorless, without
point or interest!' Gagnon said.
Gagnon, a professor of history at the
University of Massachusetts, wrote the
book for the Education for Democracy
Project, a joint venture of the federation,
an AFL-CIO union representing 710,000
teachers, the Educational Excellence
Network, and Freedom House.
"It's kind of like rust forming on the
inside of a pipe or on the inside of a
hose. It progressively increases until it
(shuts off) circulation and prevents the
appropriate flow of blood through the
tube," he said.
Pechinski said the chief high
cholesterol dietary culprits are eggs and
red meat, particularly organ meats like
liver. A sedentary lifestyle can also be a
contributing factor.
"If you want to reduce your
cholesterol level, go on a low sattuated
fat diet, the kind that's advocated by the
American Heart Association,", he
said.
Pechinski also recommends getting in-
to a regular program of physical activi-
ty that emphasizes aerobic kinds of ex-
ercises, such as: walking, jogging, swim-
ming, and cross country skiing.
Although cholesterol reducing
medications have been developed,
lifestyle change is still the preferred
avenue of attack, said Pechinski.
"There may be some people who have
a tendency to think they cars eat, and
drink, and do everything they want and
science is going to come along and
rescue them. That's not the case," he
said.
"Most of the time when you see those
people who are on some type of long
term pharmacological intervention it's
because they have a genetic predisposi-
tion to high cholesterol which can't be
managed by life style interventions,"
said Pechinski.
Knowing one's number is always good
advice, and keeping it low is a good goal,
he said.
•v
You can save literally days
of work between now and
graduation. Simply by using
an HP calculator. lb keep
you from endlessly retracing
your steps, ours have built-
in shortcuts. Such as the
unique HP Solve function
for creating your own form-
ulas. Menus, labels and
prompts. Program libraries.
Algebraic or RPN models.
C IAM9 Hewlett Parkard ( ompainy PG129(r,
Better algorithms and chip
design help you finish much
faster and more accurately
than their way. So, whether
you're in engineering, busi-
ness, finance, life or social
sciences, we've got the best
calculator for you. For as
little as $49.95. Check it out
at your campus bookstore
or HP retailer.
There is a better way.
E4/3 HEWLETTPACKARD
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Cults becoming common
on college campuses
(CPS) Dangerous religious cults are
cropping up on college campuses, a cult
expert has claimed.
"You may not think it's a problem on
your campus, but you have it," warn
ed Marcia Rudin, director of the Inter-
national Cult Education Program in
New York City.
Rudin initially made the claim !lily 21
at a meeting of the International
Association cf Campus Law Enforce-
menrAdministrators in Atlanta.
Cults - from mind-controlling un-
conventional Christian organizations to
y_iol-prone satanic greittLk _ "axe still
very much around or college cam-
puses," she said. -
"They're really a problem
everywhere," Rudin told College Press
Service, especially in the South and at
affluent colleges, including Brown and
George Mason universities.
That's news to Brown University of-
ficials, who said they couldn't recall any
run-ins with cults for at least the past
two years, said spokesman Mark Nickle.
At George Mason, though, university
officials last spring denied a request by
the Unification Church, affiliated with
the Rev. Sun Myung Moon, to be
recognized by the university.
"They said they had been formally
recognized by other schools when they
hadn't," said spokesman Daniel
Walsh. "They can still come on cam-
pus, as can just about ary group."
Rudin Mined a.cult as a grout) "e:5-,_
hibiting excessive devotion" to an idea
and using "unethically manipultive
techniques of persuasion and con-
trol. "
She said the Hare Krishnas, some of
the "churches of Christ," and the
Unification Church, or the Moonies, are
the most active "cults" on college
campuses.
WMEB 91.9 FM
 
: Radio-Free Orono
For progressive, alternative, jazz, blues, reggae, anti
classical music, sports action, special shows and events,
and just a whole bunch of other cool things to listen
to. tune 'em in 7 days a week!
OPEN RUSH
1:00 p.m. Saturday, September 16
4 TEAM FOOD FIGHT
(bring extra clothes)
4:30 p.m. Tuesday, September 19
Hawaiian Cookout with a Sorority
(chicken and pineapple etc.)
Sig E-p Is located disgonally across from Affond Arent.
reeks—Exercise Your 0 .tions
Ask about the wide selectivioitreek crests. ----..
encrustings, panels and engraved lettering available.
GOLD RING SALE
$60 off 18k
$40 off 14k
A20 off 10k
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The newsstand in the Memorial Union has
undergone renovations during the summer.
photo by Scott I eClair
a DVW look this semester after having
Union's
 ilevirsstandL
'new and
 improved' 
 
by Richard Bodwell
Staff Writer
Students attending UMaine last
semester may remember the small cor-
ner newsstand that inhabited the second
floor of the Memorial Union.
A quick walk to the same spot this
year will reveal a convenience store where
the newsstand once stood.
Construction on the new store began
in early July and continued through the
summer, finishing just weeks before
classes resumed, said Louise Nadeau.
Nadeau, who has worked at the
newsstand for the past 23 years, except
for seven spent in the Bear's Den, has
noticed an immediate improvement.
"I like it. It's much easier now,"
said Nadeau. "Students can pick out
what they want and bring it to the
counter."
Pennie Thurston, also an attendant at
the new convenience store, shared
Nadeau's sentiment.
"Students are awfully busy with not
much time. With this (arrangement)
things go faster," she said.
_For the first time this year, the upstairs
convenience store is owned and
monitored by the UMaine Bookstore.
Nadeau said the changes made to the
stand lends an outward appearance not
unlike the bookstore.
Sharon Cole, UMaine Bookstore
manager, agrees.
"It's long been our standing that bet-
ter services could be offered by a walk-
in store."
The purpose of rebuilding was to
create a convenience store atmosphere
while at the same time adding more pro-
ducts and offering extended service on
days when the bookstore is closed, said
Cole.
The u -pitairs—store now offers similar
UMaine memorabilia like T-shirts,
notebooks and cups.
Cole said both stores hire regular
students whose schedules fit well with
daily operating hours. There are 23 non-
student personnel and 35 student
employees, she said.
Cole thinks that recent changes in
both stores have been beneficial.
"The difference is like night and day.
We're able to handle more people."
Business in the new convenience store
has increased two to three time what it
was in a similar period last year, Cole
said.
The increased percentage of students
moving through both stores has not in-
creased anxiety among workers.
"Vv'e're absolutely surprised at how the
students have been, " Cole said. "It's
extremely enjoyable to get to know some
of the faces coming back. "
When things are hectic like the firs,
two weeks of school have been, Cole said
she is reminded that both stores are
operating only due to student business.
Professional Computers and
Student Discounts ... PLUS
Immediate Availability
Why wait for delivery?
$ 1 , 5 9 5
mm IBM-AT & Zenith-248 Compatible Hard Disk Computers sm
a
Professional Computer Group
96 Barlow St., Bmolgor (947-5227)
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'Useless talent' pays off for David Fuhrer
by Elizabeth Ross
The Christian Science Monitor
BOSTON — David Fuhrer has
developed a totaly useless talent. He can
talk, read, and sing — backwards.
Senseless as it sounds, his ability to con-
verse in reverse may be catching. Besides
appearing on late-night TV (David Let-
terman, Johnny Carson), this 28-year-
old oddity has even invented his own
board game.
"I never thought that I could ever do
anything practical with it. I always con-
sidered it a completel useless,4bilitY:!
he says. .
Mr. Fuhrer's backwards language con-
sists of pronouncing words exactly as
they are spelled backwards. By picturing
words in his mind, he can translate
simultaneously any paragraph, sentence,
or saying in reverse.
It's a rare ability, says MichelJackson,
a linguist at Yale University. And it's not
-surprising that others want to pm the
fun, she says. "For some people it's a
revelation that words can be taken apart,
and that speech can played with."
"Backwards," released in the United
States by Random House last fall, has
been well-received internationally, says
the young inventor, who recently return-
ed from an overseas promotional tour.
The game won a "best game of the year"
award from the Australian Toy Associa-
tion last year. Games magazine in this
country cited it as one of the best games
of 1988.
Fuhrer's penchant for backwardness
began when he was 10 years old. That's
when he started reading road signs.
backwards on a family vacation trip. He
noticed, for example,. that a street sign
that said, "Parkway became YAWKRAP
in reverse. Fascinated, he started seeing
words in reverse everywhere. He began
calling his friends by their backwards
names: Tony becam YNCff; Naomi
became IMOAN, and so on.
A high-point in his young career came
when We sang "The Star Spangled Ban-
ner" in reverse at a summer camp talent
show. That's when he knew where his
career was headed: backwards.
At Boston University, he continued his
backwards performances at school talent
shows. A friend helped Fuhrer book his
act on "Late Night with David Letter-
man" in 1983. Fuhrer, who sang "Take
me out to the Ball Game" backwards,
was bumped five times before actually
appearing on the show.
"Because I kept getting bumped, I got
a lot of publicity for never actually be-
ing on the show. (Letterman) kept an-
nouncing that I would be on ... then. Ow
voice-over man would come on and say
—that I didn't really exist or that I started
a fight in the lobby and they had to
throw me out, " he says, and chuckles.
Fuhrer hopes to co-host a backwards TV
game show this fall or next January. He
is also working on a backwards rap song
to be sung- with a "major rap band."
Fuhrer, who now  1iyjnths Angeles 
doesn't know how long he will continue
with his backwards endeavors.
David Fuhrer: back talks for fun
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WITH A COLLEGE ELECTIVE.
MIS1Cr1 Introduction to Leadership
mis2O1 Basic Military Skills
Take an introductory course from Army ROTC.
With no obligation. You'll begin to acquire the
confidence, self-discipline, decisiveness, and
leadership skills sought by employers of college
graduates. And you'll learn how you can place
"Army Officer" on -your resume when you
graduate.
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University of Maine
Police Blotter
Summonses, Arrests
Eric Hunt, 19, of Waldoboro, sum-
monsed on a charge of leaving the
scene of property damage, Memorial
Gym lot on 9/2/89.
Michael Franke, 20, of Harrison,
char 'with violation of the .02 law,
Long Road on 9/8/89. Franke was
later summonsed on a charge of
operating under the influence of in-
toxicating liquor.
Paul Bologna, 23, of Plymouth,
MI, arrested on a charge of operating
under the influence of intoxicating li-
quor, Flagstaff Road on 9/8/89.
Sean Angus, 19, of Mayland, MA,
charged with violation of the .02 law
on 9/9/89. Angus was later sum-
monsed on a charge of illegal
transportation by a minor.
Jeffrey Bowman, 21, of Falmouth,
MA, charged with operating under
the influence-of intoxicating liquor,
Oxford parking lot on 9/9/89.
Michael Schweyer, 19,- of Port-
smouth, RI, charged with violation of
the .02 law, Cumberland Road on
9/9/89.
"IF
Lucas Hayes, 19, of Camden,
charged with operating a vehicle
under the influence of intoxicating li-
quor, Oxford parking lot on 9/10/89.
Christopher Bilodeau, 20, of Fair-
field, arrested on charges of operating
after license suspension; speeding;
possesion of false State of Maine li-
quor ID, Rangely Road on 9/11/89.
Douglass Settele, 23, of Orono,
charged with operating after License.
suspension and operating an
unregistered motor vehicle.
Thefts, property damage
Erik Sette of Gannett Hall reported
on 9/11/89 unknown persons had
entered his vehicle in the Stewart
parking lot and removed a cassette
player and speakers, value $490. In-
cident occurred between 10:30 a.m. on
9/10 and 1:10 p.m. on 9/11.
Roy Littlefield of Somerset Hall
reported on 9/11/89 unknown per-
sons had entered his vehicle in Hilltop
parking lot and took an equalizer and
speakers, value $300. Incident occur-
red between 3:00 p.m. on 9/10 and
9/11.
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How're you going to do it?
'
"This is going to be a breeze!'
Great back-to-school prices on PS/2's.
- Just in time. You can pick up an IBM Persorial S)istem/2® with easyO-use software
lOaded and ready to go. And best of all, you get it at a special low back-to-schooliwice.
And that's not all. When you buy the PS/2,® you can get a great low price on
PRoDir-V-the-exciting-new ornatloi computer
service. Start tMs---gemester up and running wiffa PS/2 at a low, low price'
Ala wkt.,x.z. SISMis..9someop..
tit  
PS/2 Model 30 286-1Mb mem-
ory, 80286 (10 MHz) processor,
one 3.5" diskette drive, (1.44Mb),
20Mb fixed disk driv,_ IBM
Mouse, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft®
Windows/286, Word 5.0,*
hDC Windows Express"
hDC Windows Manager' and
hDC Windows ColorTM
$2,299
NANANANACA.A .
oslogNittri  A,
PS/2 Model 50 Z-1Mb mem-
ory, 80286 (10 MHz) processor,
one 3.5" diskette drive (144Mb),
30Mb fixed disk drive, Micro
Channel architecture, IBM
Mouse, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft
Windows/286, Word 5.0,* Excel,*
hDC Windows Express,
hDC Windows Manager and
hDC Windows Coloi $2,799
X‘\\N\ s's\\
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'
PS/2 Model 55 SX-2Mb mem-
ory, 80386SXTM (16 MHz) pro-
cessor, one 3.5" diskette drive
(1.44Mb), 60Mb fixed disk drive,
Miero-C-hantiel arehiteeture, IBM
Mouse, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, MicrosOft
Windows/386, Word 5.0,* Excel,*
hDC Windows Express,
hDC Windows Manager and
hDC Windows Color
Now, special low prices on three models of IBM Proprinters,' too.
/MICROCOMPUTER
(V'' 'RESOURCE CENTER
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
11 SHIBLES HALL, UM
OM OW
iMMNIINk 11
OM
11 •
*Microsoft Word and Excel are the Academic Editions This offer is limited to qualified students, faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530-E21,
8550-031 or 8555-061 on or before October 31, 1989 Prices quoted do not include sales tax, handling and/or processing charges Check with your
institution regarding these charges. Orders are subject to availability. IBM may withdraw the promotion at any time without written notice
IBM, Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks, and Proprinter and Micro Channel are trademarks, of International Business Machines Corporation PRODIGY is a
registered trademark of Prodigy Services Company, a partnership of IBM and Sears Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation hDC Windows Express, hDC
Windows Manager and hDC Windows COICX are trademarks of IIDC Computer Corporation 80386SX is a trademark of Intel Corporation. C) IBM Corp. 1989
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SWAPO agreement fosters peace
by Robert 1. Rot berg
The Christian Science Monitor
A recent agreement to end the bloody
battles between SWAPO soldiers and the
South African police and Army pro-
mises to put the internationally arrang-
ed peace plan for southwestern Africa
back on track. But in the process, the
South-West Africa Peoples Organization
has handed South Africa a decisive
diplomatic . victory in the run-up to
Namibia's election.
In a short time, the nearly 2,000
SWAPO soldiers, who slipped south
across the Angolan-Namibian border on
April 1 will have marched to camps in
northern Namibia controlled by the
United Nations Transitional Assistance
Group. There they will be disarmed and
then conveyed back across the interna-
tional border to be confined north of the
16th parallel (which bisects southern
Angola).
At least that is the plan hurriedly
hammered out by a remarkable series of
emergency meetings in Namibia involv-
ing senior officials from SWAPO, the
United Nations, the United States, South
Africa and the Soviet Union.
SWAPO caused the unexpected crisis
when its armed men entered Namibia
and started forcing their way south. The
benign interpretation is that they were
searching for UNTAG camps so they
could turn themselves in, as required
under the 1988 peace plan. Less in-
nocently, SWAPO's mistrust of the peace
plan and of South African intentions
may have impelled the attempt to settle
themselves with arms deep into northern
Namibia on the very first day of the UN-
supervised truce.
South Africa immediately believed
that SWAPO's incursion was
treacherous. It may have been, but it may
just as easily have reslulted from inex-
perience in the ways of international
agreements and in insouciant belief in
the efficiacy of an UNTAG force that
has yet to achieve its full strengh or to
become thoroughlraCquainted with the
terrain and the problems of Namibia.
In any case, the movement south was
easily detected by South African
surveillance. UNTAG was not yet in
place in sufficient numbers to corral
SWAPO. South Africa instead attacked
astitopnkoi I l eadp pe2a6r3ed ins 
intentionally 
Nations. 
gent B.  t eoc ha au vs e
or the United 
South
demned by the United States, the Soviet -
breachpi ths spirit as well as the letter
of the peace accord, the heavy
African counterattack was not, con-
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher of
Britain quickly jumped to the defense of
South Africa.
Fortunately South Africa, guided and
pressured by the United States and
SWAPO, and counseled by the Soviet
Union, has backed away from further
confrontation. Common sense and self-
interest have preserved the original
timetable for the independence .of
Namibia.
By July, when South African troops
are to be reduced to 1,500 and confined
to base, UNTAG will be in a position to
prevent infiltration and intimidation as
a UN election supervision team oversees
a political contest between SWAPO, the
South African-backed Democratic Tur-
nhalle Alliance (DTA), and a number of
other smaller groups allied to the DTA
or the SWAPO.
On Nov. 1, all eligible Namibians,
possibly as many as 800,000 adults will
des4:L___;;;IV a constituent assembly charged
writing a ries* -Const it ution. MWo-
thirds vote in the assembly will be re-
quired to establish each provision or
clause. SWAPO will almost certainly win
a majority in November; whether it can
take two-thirds of the seats is the critical
question, and one the insurgents who
crossed the border hoped to influence.
Moreover, South Africa must ultimate-
ly accept the new constitution before it
can be promulgated and independence
achieved, perhaps by April 1990. South
Africa's actions thus reemphasized its
power, despite the role of UNTAG.
SWAPO may hence be more cautious,
and indigenous Africans may be in-
timidated.
NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS 
• Protest
(continued from page 1)
broken up by riot squads using whips,
batons and a water cannon that
sprayed purple water.
"It is important to know that we
could have this peaceful march
toward freedom," said the Rev.
Frank Chikane, secretary-general of
the South African Council of
Churches.
"Once that has started today, no
one can ever stop it again."
Protest demonstrations normally
are illegal in South Africa, and the
Cape Town police Commander, Maj.
Gen. Phillipus Fourie, said last week
he would stop Wednesday's march.
But de Klerk announced Tuesday
evening that the protest could proceed
because he had been assured it would
be peaceful.
The far-right Conservative Party,
the largest white opposition group in
Parliament, said Wednesday that ap-
proval of the march was "capitula-
tion" to radicals.
An anti-apartheid lawyer, Dullah
Omar, praised the marchers for main-
taining discipline.
"What you have done is to prove
that, when the_police_are_mot, here,
when the batons and the (whips) and
the tear gas is not around, then there
is no violence." he said. _-
After singing "We Shall Over-
come, " jubilant marchers set off
from St. Georges behind Ibtu, Mayor
Gordon Oliver and the Rev. Allan
Boesak, president of the World
- -(see PROTESTERS page 9)
The Daily Maine Campus'
Display Advertising Department Hours
for the Fall semester will be:
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m
11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m
12:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m
r
i: 581-1273 or stop by our-offiteln
the basement of Lord Hall
To serve the campus adequately, we request all advertisements
be placed two days prior to publication date.
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Maine mill faces possible $1.6 million fine
—WASHINGTON (AP)—The govern-
ment Wednesday proposed fining the
owner of Maine's largest paper mill near-
ly $1.6 million for 531 alleged safetly
violations that inspectors said left
workers at substantial risk of death and
serious injury.
The Labor Department's Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Administration
said many of the problems found at the
Boise Cascade Corp. mill in Rumford,
Maine, had been detected in company
safety audits but left uncorrected..
A government 1inspection six months
ago found "a substantial disregard by
-this major corporation for the safety and
health of its employees," said Alan C.
McMillan, acting OSHA chief.
Boise Cascade has 15 working days to
contest the citations and the $1,591,600
in proposed fines. Boise Cascade
spokesman Eric A. Baxter said the
OSIW complaint would be reviewed
"item by item" before any decision is
made.
"We welcome any effort that will help
us improve the safety of our mill,"
Baxter said. "Safety is the utmost priori-
ty here at Boise Cascade."
A nearly $1 billion modernization
plan for the mill included significant
safety improvements, he said.
Donald Barker, president of Local 900
of the United Paperworkers Interna-
tional Union in Rumford, said he believ-
ed the fine should be even stiffer but that
improving safety should be the para-
mount concern.
"The number is impressive," he said
In a telephone interview from the union
Office, "buatie-main thing is that we get
these things fixed."
OSHA cited Boise Cascade for more
than 300 alleged willful violations of
safety standards, including sub-par
records documenting illnesses and in-juries, unsafe operation of industrial
trucks, failure to protect workers from
exposed, high
-voltage electrical equip-
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ment, improper guarding of power
equipment such as belts and pulleys and
failure to vent gasses to safe locations.
Other alleged willful violations includ-
ed failure to install guard rails to protect
workers from falls, unsafe noise ex-
posure, inadequate emergency response
plans and inadequate respiratory
protections.
Willful violations are those in which
an employer knows a violation or poten-
tial violation of safety standards exists
but does nothing to correct it.
Boise Cascade also was accused of 175
serious violation% , 11 "le.s.s
violations and five repeat violations.
Serious violations are those in which
an employer knew or should have known
about conditions that pose a substantial
probability of death or serious injury but
doesn't correct the problems.
The company drew attention earlier
this week because of a violent protest at
a Minnesota paper mill.
The protest by union workers and sup-
porters was attributed to a company
decision to hire a non-union general con-
tractor for a mill expansion project, who
in turn has hired mostly non-union
labor.
"liventy-nine people were arrested at
the protest, which caused a reported 1.3
million in damage-to the rnternationai
Falls, Minn. mill near the Canadian
border.
Alliance of Reformed Churches.
Youths chanted freedom songs and
Viaved banners that said, "Peace in
Our City" and "Stop Killing Our
People."
At City Hall, those unable to fit in-
side stood in a parking lot, waiting for
speakers to emerge.
Tlitu and other activists have de-
nounced the use of force against
peaceful protesters during a 6-week-
old campaign to defy apartheid laws
that deny the black majority a voice
in national affairs. They have said
police were responsible for the deaths
of at least 23 people in Cape Town's
(continued from page 8)
black and mixed-race townships dur-
ing protests of the Sept. 6 parliamen-
tary elections, which excluded blacks.
Police defended their actions as
necessary to prevent intimidation of
voters. They said 15 people died, most
in clashes not involving policemen.
Oliver and 'Rau received standing
ovations inside City Hall, and youths
lauded the mayor in a chant usually
used to honor leaders of the outlaw-
ed African National Congress guer-
rilla movement.
"Today, we all have the freedom of
the city," Oliver said.
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Do you have a Speech, Language, or Hearing problem?
There are Speech. Language. and Hearing services available for
UM students and their families, here on campus. at.
The Conley Speech and Hearing Center
North Stevens Hall
DiigNostIc aigb trienanY Senvices &Re pnovioeo at NO Cost to StUbeNts
Ic YOU waNn mone iNfonmatioN coNtact us at.
581-2006
WE WANT TO HELP!
....... 
bmabm.bm.),m. moh•••11•••.
UMAINE
PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB
The first meeting of the UMaine
Photography Club will be held
Thursday, Sept. 14 at 7 p.m. in
the Old lbwn Room, Memorial
Union. We will discuss future
plans and elect new officers. If
you are unable to attend, but are
interested in joining, call
866-7238 and ask for Liz or leave
a message Hope to see you there.
September Specials at Rose Bicycle
1/2
 
price helmet with the
purchase of any new mountain bike•
36A Main Street
866-3525
Below Southern Styles Hair Salon)
Mon 8 Fri. 10:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m
Sat. 9:00 a.m. • 4:00 p.m
Tues , Weds., Thurs. 10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m_
• in stock merchandise only while supplies last.
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Slow start
The Daily Maine Campus, Thursday, September 14, 1989.
In his first months as president, George Bush startedslowly before coming out and tackling some issuesand facing some crises that all past inhabitants of
the Oval Office faced. 
„
The drug war in Columbia, Middle East tensions,
drugs in America, Poland's change toward democracy,
all of these things have been met in more of a rea-
ticmary method than ids_ predere.ssar,_ Ronald. Feagan 
Bush, whose "Thousand Points of Light" and "Stay
the Course" quips have become part of the nation's
everyday language, is riding a high wave of voter ap-
proval usually given a president who is in office when
the economy is going well and the world is more or less
calm.
Not to say that there aren't hot spots, but it appears
Bush is not willing to go after any situation that does
not present itself as a major _problem to the United
States and its interests.
When we look back on Bush's presidency, does the
picture that will accompany that thought be of a leader
who sat around waiting for events to happen? Let's hope
not.
Being the President of the United States of America is
a powerful position, from which few things cannot be
accomplished.
Like South Africa, where Bush no doubt could use
diplomatic and economic muscle to apply more pressure
on the white-controlled country. .
Or the refugee situation in eastern Europe. There has
been no better time for America to flex some muscles of
influence and create a more open, free Europe.
Countless ideas could come to the mind of any
average citizen as to what Bush could move onto. It is
very bothersome, though, to see a president that appears
to sometimes be more concerned with his tennis game
than world and national problems.
The administration has done a fine job of keeping
Dan Quayk in the dark, away from any hard media
scrutiny. They have also looked ready to face problems_
that few presidents were willing to try.
But let's get going, Mr. Bush. The world is waiting.
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Behind closed doors
By mid-summer the Univer-
sity of Maine appeared to be
picture perfect. Its trees WCTe
full and green, its lawns
maculately groomed, its roads
hewly-paved. It was fresh.
By mid-summer, though, the
students who had remained on-
campus to take summer classes
began to complain they were
antsy and terribly bored with
the beautiful surroundings.
Others suffered from college-
chaos-deficiency syndrome.
— Professors and faculty would
wander onto campus, whenever,
parking wherever, and having
lunch with whomever was
around at whatever moment
they were hungry.
Every so often a dozen buses
would drop off a collection of
starved-for-independence-type
high school -vermin. They would
shuffle about in tiny globs of
people and, somehow, belching
and laughing as they chugged
along, they always slithered
their way into the'Den or the
Gaperoom, leaving a trail of
Twix wrappers and other
brat-garbage.
It wasn't the same as it was
during the year.
During the summer, students
had decided what job they were
going to do to keep them busy
until school began in the fall.
The students who were here
saw a side of UMaine that only
a handful see. They saw the
beautiful campus in its peak
and the masses controlled by a
skeleton crew.
They longed to see the
thousands of practically faceless
students who would return in
the near future. The students
and professors alike missed the
many sordid stories of parties,
difficult homework, and other
things college adults seemed to
deem exciting. Counting the
days became routine.
Only 37 days before the
maelstrom of students floods
back, they would say.
In conversation with a sum-
mer student, she claimed the
fall was the beginning of a
retreat for most of those
students in attendance at
UMaine.
Steve Pappas
"What do you mean a
retreat?"
"This place is fun during the
school year, you know? There's
always someone to talk to,
things to do, and with the ex-
ception of studying, nobody
really needs to think too much.
It's easy and fun to sit around
and do nothing but watch peo-
ple, listen to music and take it
all in. Not like now."
"So, this is an escape from
the real world?"
Yes.
So, like clockwork, the
students came back. In vans,
cars, trucks, even dumptrucks,
they meandered back to the dif-
ferent place they would call
home.
The summer lull was over
and for some the ride to escape
from reality had begun. Unfor-
tunately, the real world seeps
through the cracks of UMaines
wonderland. The poison of the
real world often touches the
university and especially the
people in it.
It is the poison that
sometimes scars anyone happy-
go-lucky, naive and care-free.
It's about the things the
teachers or parents don't always
teach in high school or at home
because, as they claim, "It will
never happen to my child." It
is the things that scare students
old and new.
It's about deciding to escape
with alcohol and drugs. Crack
and cocaine are abused at
UMaine.
Alcohol is overabused and
too many students are walking
• around with the mentality of a
jar of preservatives.
The poison is about the man
who rapes a woman. Not
necessarily a violent, brutal
rape, but forced sex or any
similar violations. It turns ac-
tion to denial, truth to injustice
and sexuality into a crime. It
happens almost every day at
UMAine in dorm rooms, off-
campus, in cars, even on the
bike path. One in four women
will be raped in their lifetime,
statistics show.
The poison touches those
around the confused man or
woman who sometimes makes
one decision they feel can make
them happy. Death. Thoughts
of suicide are tossed around this
campus, quietly landing on a
person here and another there,
like a beachball bouncing its
way around a crowd.
Three UMaine-related
sucides took place last year.
It is the poison in AIDS and
other sexually transmitted
diseases. They do happen.
Cutler Health Center treats
hundreds of students each
semester who may have diseases
like genital warts or herpes. Un-
treated they may cause im-
potence or sometimes cancer.
_Relationships go awry and
drain all energy from friends or
lovers. Like having the wind
punched from you, the pain is
intense and long.
This is the time to establish
an identity for the real world.
There are valuable resources
on and off-campus for students
who feel they need help dealing
with these hidden atrocities.
They are used daily. It is a lot
to deal with when it happens.
Take advantage of everything
this university has to offer
because the real world can be a
cruel place.
There is good here. It is in
every single person. But because
some of your parents didn't tell
you what happens behind some
closed doors, when good people
don't think rationally, someone
thought you should know.
In the memory of Lisa Harper,
a UMaine graduate who
understood the beauty of the
real world, but made the choice
to see it in a different way.
3' 14, 1989.
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Response
Don't blame bookstore
To the editor:
This is in response to Cheri
Stacy's letter about her used
book from ENG 317. (Daily
Maine Campus, 9/12/89)
Apparently, like many other
students, Ms. Stacey has no idea
how the bookstore works. The
University Bookstore is not
"taking every student for .all
they can get", they merely pro-
vide a service to all students,
one that you or I don't have to
use.
The book-she received, which
said "Complimentary
Copy... ", was not obtained
free by the University but was
paid for. The book was once
called a "Faculty Review
Copy." This means that a
faculty member, who could
have been from the University
of Kalamazoo, chose not to use
the book so he/qie sent it back
to the company. The company
then used it as part of an order
for UMaine.
One thing students do not
seem to realize is why prices are
so high. Dale Lick and other
important officials don't sit in
Alumni -"Lef's
build a football dome with text-
book money!" Prices seem
high because of many reasons,
all dealing with the publishing
company not UMaine. If Ms.
Stacy or anyone else would like
to hear them, look me up.
One important fact she didn't
mention was the 7 percent dis-
count! I didn't hear her or
anyone else thank the Universi
ty. The Bookstore doesn't have
to give a discount on anything.
In fact, They could charge a set
fee for the year.. .how about
$1,000 for the year? Let's look
misunderstandings where they
belong, not on University
Bookstore.
It seems that people have lost
sight of the fact that a textbook
is an important part of the lear-
ning process. A book is more
then paper, ink, and a binding-
it is a tool to help people learn
and grow. How could anyone
complain about such a small
part of an education?
at the positive side and put the  
Robert Suppies
Student
Read the sports pages of the Daily
Maine Campus and be on top of
all Uniwrsity of Maine sports action.
Got a gripe?
Write a letter
to the Daily
Maine
Campus!
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MTV?
To the editor:
11 seems really nice that
University of Maine will be get-
ting some sort of national ex-
posure when MTV does the
show here. It's too bad none of
the on campus students will be
able to see it since we don't have
cable.
Kevin L. Kluck
Corbett Hall
WHEN WRITING...
The Daily Maine Campus welcomes let-
ters to the editor and commentaries from
members of the university community. Let-
ters should be 300 words or less, and com-
mentaries about 450 words. In order to
verify the validity of letters, we must have
a name, address, and telephone number.
Although the newspaper welcomes
anonymous letters, it will hot print them
unless a special arrangement for withholding
the name has been made with the editor.
The Ailainf Campus reserves\ the right to
edit letters and commentariesh for length,
taste, and libel.
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Jokes are the bottom line, consultant says
NEWARK, N.J. (AP) — A punchline
can help the bottom line, says a new kind
of consultant who counsels exexutives
and office staffers on how to tighten up
the work place.
Some companies in the 1980s have
turned to humor consultants to help
their workers relax, get along better and
produce more. Less tension means lower
insurance and health care costs and less
absenteeism, these consultants argue.
Humor "makes the job more en-
joyable, and in effect if mcit5t of us_work_ _
because- vit---abioTutely- have to work,
we're in rough shape." said Warren B.
Griffin, professor of industrial
psychology at Mormouth College ,
Griffin said he has stressed the impor-
tance of appreciating the funny during
corporate consulting he has done over
the years. He uses role playing to help
employees understand the "value of a
joke."
However, it is "not sá much telling a
joke Milton Berle-style, but pointing out
the ridiculousness of something that
happens in the process of what you're
doing," he said. "That's basically not
too hard to find."
A number of humor consultants in-
terviewed agreed that the goal is for
employees to take themselves less
seriously while staying serious about
filet -jobs:
•
"The beginning of humor is a will-
ingness to acknowledge the self, "said
Edward C. Ryterband. a former profes-
sional stand-up comic-turned-
consultant. He is a partner in Landy-
Ryterband & Associates of Shrewsbury,
N.J.
The number of humor consultants is
difficult to estimate. Dr. Steve Allen jr.,
a Horseheads, N.Y., physician who
spends about 25 percent of his time
speaking to companies and organiza-
-tions on humor, puts the number at
about a dozen.
Companies searching for ways to pro-
pagate the corporate harmony of Japan
are "encouraging humor as a powerful,
coping mechanism and as a corporate
strategy." said Allen, son of the come-
dian Steve Allen.
In broader terms, the trend is part of
a "cultural wind blowing that people are
interested in looking at their lifestyle,"
said Joel Goodman, who calls himself
a "humor educator."
Goodman says he has addressed more
that 200,000 people worldwide at corn-
Special Student Pricing on
Lexlkon Personal Computer Packages
MicroLab is offering special student pricing on all Lexlkon personal computers now throughOctober 31, 1989. The Lexlkon Blivet 286/12 is a high performance/low price computer perfect for
word processing, database applications and programming. The Lexlkon 386SX/20 and the 386/20have the computing power needed for CAD, Desktop Publishing and other large applications. AllLexlkon personal computers feature quality construction and reliability at a fair price, and they arebacked with an I8-month limited warranty on all parts and labor.
MicroLab's on-campus representative (name and number below) can demonstrate or supplyyou with information on any MicroLab product and provide service after the sale.
MicroLab Student
Discount Prices
Lexlkon Blivet 286/12. 20
The Blivet 286/12 - 21!) includes 1 Mb of memory, an 80286 processor running at 12 Mhz
with 0 wait states, yoar choice of 3.5" (1.44 Mb) or 5.25" (1.2 Mb) floppy drive, 20 Mb hard
disk drive, 14" Monochrome (Hercules graphics card) or 14" VGA monitor (optional), MS
compatible mouse and your choice of MS -,.rvaS 3.3 (recommended) or 4.01.
Monochrome
$1,249.00*
Lexlkon Blivet 286/12 - 40 . .
The Blivet 286/12 - 40 has all of the features of the above Blivet 286/12 - 20 except that
a 40 MB (19 ms access time) hard disk drive is substituted.
Monochrome
$1,449.00*
Lexlkon 386SX/20 - 80
The Lexlkon 386SX/20 -80 includes 2 Mb of memory, an 80386SX processor running at 20
Mhz, your choke of 3.5" (1.44 Mb) or 5.25" (1.2 Mb) floppy drive, an 80 Mb (19 nix access
time) hard disk drive, 14" Monochrome (Hercules graphics card) or 14" VGA monitor(optional), MS compatible mouse and your choice of MS-DOS 3.3 (recommended) or 4.01.
_ _ _ Monochrome
$2,249.00*
Lexlkon 386/20 - 80
The Lexlkon 386/20 - 80 includes 2 Mb of memory, an 80386 processor running at 20 Mhz,
your choice of 3.5" (1.44 Mb) or 5.25" (1.2 Mb) floppy drive, an 80 Mb (19 ms access time)hard disk drive, 14" Monochrome (Hercules graphics card) or 14" VGA monitor (optional),
MS compatible mouse and your choice of MS-DOS 3.3 (recommended) 01 4.01.
•
Monochrome
$2,049.00*
Student Discount Prices on Software. Pick the software YOU want!
Microsoft Windows/286 
Microsoft Windows/386 
Microsoft Word 5.0 (Full Version) 
Microsoft Excel (Full Version) 
hDC Windows Express, Manager and Color Package 
$69.00
$133.00
$230.00
$249.00
$136.00
Panasonic 1CX-P1180
The KX-P1180 printer features a 9 pin print head, 32 cps (characters per second) print speedin Near Letter Quality mode, 192 cps in draft mode as well as full page graphics.
-1
$199.00
Panasonic 1CX-P1124
The KX-P1124 printer features a 24 pin print head, 64 cps print speed in Letter Quality
mode, 192 cps in draft mode as well as full page graphics.
$339.00
*Add $500.00 for 14" VGA Color Monitor
Software purchased with a computer will be loaded, configured and ready to run. If you don't see the configuration youwould like, we can custom build a machine for you! Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.
University of Maine Campus Representative: Robert Haskins - 827-2552
olkort
micitosvstrus
MicroLab 333 Water Street, Augusta, Maine 04330 207-623-4012
panies, conventions and seminars
through his Humor Project, based in
Saratoga Springs, N.Y.
He said his corporate clients have in-
culded IBM, Raytheon Co. and Monsan-
to Corp.
Allen said he teaches participants to
juggle scarves both as a "3-year-old
thing" to do and as a model for laughing
at oneself, celebrating a skill and
developing a positive attitude.
ifitefiriewed said they
knew Of little hard data that proved their
work had a tangible effect.
Goodman cited the 600 to 700 letters
a week he receives asking for informa-
tion of praising his work. Allen says
research in Israel has shown a link bet-
ween comedy and better performance on
creativity tests. •
•Director
 
 (continued from page 1)
- His campaign approach gives priori-
ty to the small donor, because Shepard
wants the museum to be "owned by
every person in the state, one or two
dollars at a time."
Lisa Park, Shepard's assistant, agrees
with the level of significance placed on
the small donor.
"It's the grassroots efforts that really
count," she said.
Park also attributes the museum's suc-
cess to the dedication of its staff.
"The average person here who gets
paid for 20 hours, usually works 42,"
Shepard said. "It takes this kind of
dedication to turn something around."
Whether it's raising an art program
out of a deficit situation, as Shepard did
at the University of Michigan, or
developing into a national art front as
he's currently doing at UMaine, turning
things around is Charles Shepard's
specialty.
"Anyone can build a museum," said
Shepard. "What you need is somebody
who's got the vision to build the
museum, and who also has the energy
to go out there and raise the money."
Shepard has managed to transfer his
vision and energy into a variety of pro-
jects that have already proven UMMA
is headed in the right direction.
One such project, the "Gallery on
Wheels," is a three-part traveling art
show that features S125,000 worth of art-
work in such locations as hospitals,
schools, libraries, and Casco Northern
Bank branches.
Although the majority of his time is
spent working on, or thinking about, the
museum, Shepard does not view his
directorship as a "job," but as the
culmination of a dream.
"For me, this is an opportunity to
make a dream happen because I want to
come back to my state and give it 
something': he said.
The next activity on Shepard's agen-
da is the exhibition titled "Connected by
Color' by Joseph Dunn, Melita Brecher
and Cathy Kaelin.
The exhibition will run from Sept. 18
to Nov. 3. the opening reception, which
is will be on Sept. 22, at 6 p.m. at
Carnegie Hall.
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EATING RIGHT IS HIGHLY
LOGKAL.
Recommendations:
Eat high-fiber foods, such as
fruits, vegetables, and whole
grain prod6cts.
Eat fewer high-fat foods. Maintain
ERIC.ANnormal body weight. And live
CANCER •
SOCIETY'
long and prosper.
CALL THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AT
1-800-ACS-2345 FOR FREE NUTRITION INFORMATION.
STAR TREK c & c 1989 PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION AU. RIGHTS RESERVED THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AUTHORIZED USER
Sports
Sports Information office has
young look, two new employees
by Andy Bean
Staff Writer
The University of Maine sports infor-
mation office has a new look.
• The office will operate with one direc-
tor and two full-time assistant directors,
instead of having two associate directors
and one graduate assistant, as in the
past.
Ian McCaw, 26, who was the associate
director of sports communications last
year, and who has been at UMaine since
1986, replaced the retired Len Harlow as
the director in June.
Matt Bourque and Amy Turner, both
22, were hired as assistant directors this
summer.
"We have a young staff, but what we
don't have in experience I think we will
make up in hard work, enthusiasm and
ability," McCaw said.
The octra assistant will help the office
oe more responsibility than in the
past. McCaw said they plan to do more
in the area of publishing media guides,
game programs and promotional fliers.
Non-revenue sports, such as track,
cross country and swimming will also
receive more attention.
"We need to do a much better job in
that area, and we'll be able to do that
with an extra (full-time) assistant, "
McCaw said.
Bourque received his bachelor's degree
in journalism from UMaine in May
1989. While attending UMaine, he work-
ed as a student assistant in the sports
office.
Study suggests
blacks must be
better to succeed
in sports
WASHINGTON (AP) - Could it be
just a coincidence that 99 percent of the
quarterbacks, 98 percent of the kickers
and 97 percent of the centers in profes-
sional football in 1983 were whites -while
82 percent of kickoff returners, 88 per-
cent of running backs and 92 percent of
cornerbacks were blacks?
It couldn't be, and it isn't, says
sociologist D. Stanley Eitzem, who has
taken on - and ripped to shreds - the pro-
position that the world of sports is at
least one place in America that's free of
racial discrimination.
Club owners, coaches, players and
fans are united in the desire to win and
so color doesn't matter as long as they
perform - right?
Wrong, says this scholar, and tragical-
ly wrong for millions of black youngsters
who put all their energies into prepar-
ing for a career as an athlete and wind
up unable to play and unable to do
anything else well enough to earn a liv-
ing at it.
Eitzen is a professor of sociology at
Colorado State University and a former
president of the North American Socie-
ty for the Sociology of Sport. When the
National Academy of Sciences asked
scholars and experts to write a report on
the status of blacks in American socie-
ty today, they farmed out the research to
(see BLACKS page 19)
New sports information director Ian
McCaw has welcomed two new
members to the job this year. Matt
Bourque and Amy Turner became full-
time assistants during the summer and
look to help spread the word for
UMaine.
McCaw said having someone on the
staff that already knows the office makes
the transition easier.
"We're able to be effective right off,
instead of taking three to six months to
get someone adjusted to the office,"
McCaw said.
Bourque was also the sports director
of WMEB, the UMaine radio station,
and was a volunteer writer for the Daily
me Campus.
"I really wanted to stay at the Division
I level, but I'm a little surprised to be,
here right after finishing school,"
Bourque said.
"It's a great position to be in at my
age, in a Division 1 program that is on
the rise. "
-Rimer is a 1988 graduate of the
Universityof- Massachusetts with a
bachelor's degree in sports management.
She worked as an intern in Marketing
and Promotions at Boston College.
After completing her internship, she
stayed at BC to-work in the intramurals
and recreation office.
Turner also worked as a student assis-
tant at UMess in the sports publicity
of fice.-
The biggest change for Turner was
moving from a large city.
"It's definitely been a major adjust-
ment, but a lot of people in the athletic
office are from other parts of the coun-
try so they understand what it's like to
have to adjust, and that's helped,"
Turner said.
At UMaine, Turner will be responsi-
ble for publicity of soccer, field hockey,
women's basketball and softball as well
as being the publications coordinator.
Bourque will work with men's basket-
ball, baseball and the non-revenue
sports
-
photo by John Baer
The women's club soccer team evened their record at 1-1 with an 8-0 thump-
ing of Husson College Wednesday afternoon.
-
- - - 
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Dan Bustard
A legend
retires
A legend will fade away today, and
take with him a legacy few have Of
will ever match.
Sebastian Coe will retire from the
track and field scene in London, and
it will probably be one of the few
times he isn't talking with the press
because of something he won.
1 used to run. In high school, cross
country and track were something I
took very seriously. I continued on as
a varsity runner at the University of
New Hampshire before the fire
fizzled.
I remember Coe very distinctly
growing up, as my favorite event was
the mile, which Coe also loved. His
quest for the fastcst time in the mile
and the 1,500 meters, now called the
metric mile, fascinated me.
There was this small Brit, breaking
records almost every month of each
summer it seemed. His battles with
countrymen Steve Ovett and later
Steve Cram were legendary to a young
lad who wanted to be a fast miler.
On came thc 1980 01:,-mpics, v..hich
the United State bciycotted. 1 still have
the pictures in my mind -ihat ran in
magazines on Coe and Ovett in the
800 meters, won by Ovett, and the
1,500 meters, won by Coe.
It seemed strange, though, as each
won the event that the other was
favored in.
But the one instance that sticks out
very clearly is the 1984 Olympics in
Los Angeles, where, given up for
dead, Coe won the 1,500 meters for
the second time, an amazing feat.
He then went toward the press con-
tingent on his victory lap and smiled
perhaps the biggest smile of his life.
He had shown them, it seemed to say.
Of course, Coe will be remembered
more for what he did than how he did
it, or even his attitude.
After he and Ovett took turns
breaking the mile record one year, a
relative of Coe expressed dismay over
the loss of the record over the phone.
"Don't worry," was Coe's
response, "it is on a merry-go-round.
I will have my chance again."
Coe went out and set a new record,
which does not stand anymore, but
that example is another strong case
for the strength of Coes spirit. -
In runnii.g, the goal is to be a sort
(see COE page 16)
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UMaine's Kondrotas
a hitting machine
by Beth Staples
Staff Writer
There are many athletes on the
University of Maine campus who are
easily recognized by the public. Some
have even been noticed on a regional or
national level for their accomplishments.
But did you know that the best soft-
ball hitter in the nation is here in Orono?
Jocelyn Kondrotas, senior and co-
captain of the 1989-90 Black Bear soft-
bilFtearn, earned-a number of honois
for her performance last spring.
In addition to being selected to the
All-New England First Team and Nor-
theast All-American Second Team, Kon-
drotas, who plays third base, was the na-
tion's leading hitter in Division I.
Playing in all of her team's 49 games,
Kondrotas pounded out 62 hits in 130 at
bats for a .477 batting average.
Her average was 21 points higher than
the nation's second leading hitter,
Elizabeth Crowley of Harvard
University.
The NCAA News also reported that
Kondrotas' slugging percentage of .623
was ninth in the nation.
Kondrotas, who transferred as a
sophomore from Division III Plymouth
State College, improved her offensive
statistics dramatically from her first
season on the UMaine squad, when she
batted .213.
Coach Janet Anderson said, "After
the 1988 season, Jocelyn told me she was
_going to do better in 1989. Her deter-
mination and hard work really paid
off."
Last season Anderson said Kondrotas
"demoralized opposing teams. They
hated to see her come to bat."
Two other members of the softball
team also earned national recognition.
Sophomore Kim Reed collected 27
bases on balls (0.56 a game), which plac-
ed her 15th in the nation. Lori Methot,
a senior last season, tied for third in the
nation with most saves, with three.
Methot pitched 135 innings in 25 games
with an ERA of 1.87.
Kondrotas and Reed, along with
junior co-captain Mel Harris • of Old
Town, will lead the sophomore and first-
year laden club on its fall schedule
Home contests for the softball team
this fall include a game with St. Joseph's
College Saturday, Sept. 16 at 11:30 a.m.
and a scrimmage with an alumni game
Saturday Oct. 7,,Homecon-ing Weekend,
at 10 a.m.
Read the Sports Pages
NOTICE NOTICE NOTICE
Open Forums on
Commission Reports
Last Spring we announced that forums would be held
in the fall to further discuss the reports of the three
commissions- Undergraduate, Graduate, and Land-
Grant/Sea-Grant Mission.
Forums have been scheduled
on the following dates:
Monday. September 18, 3:00 p.m. - Bodwell Lounge
Undergraduate Commission
Tuesday, September 19, 3:00 p.m. - Bodwell Lounge
Graduate Commission
Wednesday, October 4, 3:00 p.m. - Bodwell Lounge
Land-Grant/Sea-Grant Commission
We look forward to seeing you at these open forums.
DALE LICK,
PRESIDENT
ATTEN, N
STVDENTS
Announcing elections for the following seats in the
Androscoggin- 1 seat
Aroostook- 1 seat
Augusta/Belfast- 1 seat
Balentine/Colvin- 1 seat
Corbett- 1 seat
Cumberland- 1 seat
1989 - 1990 General Student:
Dunn- 1 seat
Gannett- 1 seat
Hancock- 1 seat
Hart- 1 seat
Kennebec- 1 seat
Knox- 1 seat
Oxford- 1 seat
Penobscot- 1 seat
Somerset- 1 seat
Stodder- 1 seat
York Hall- 1 seat
York Village- 1 seat
Off Campus- 31 seats
Petitions can be—fikked up at the Student Government
Office on the third floor of the Memorial Union and
are due back by Thursday, September 21.
Vet involved in Student Government*
—
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Men's cross country ready for first meet
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
Things are beginning to shape up for
the University of Maine men's cross
country team, who are waiting to see
what they can do against Brown Univer-
sity and Bowdion College at home
Saturday.
"There are a lot of questions to be
answered," Head Coach Jim Ballinger
said. "In each of the last three years, I
have been more positive about the team.
And this year I am very positive.
Hopefully, we can get off on the right
foot."
Ballinger said that senior Pat
O'Malley, sophomore Jeff Young and
freshman Jamie LeChance are looking
very strong right now, with a large group
of runners ready to challenge them.
"Right now, I would have to'say that
Jamie would be in the top three,"
Ballinger said. "Pat and Jeff are also
looking good. Kevin Way and Marc
Snow may be the other guys, but we real-
ly don't know.
"At the time trial, some did not run
as hard as they could have. So we will
have to wait and see what happens
Saturday. We may have seven or more
good runners."
Fixin' to fly?
Too much baggage!  
Don't fret. . .
Call --
DANSPACE
CLASSES START SEPT. 18
In: MODERN DANCE
. JAZZ DANCE
.CRFATIVE
MOVEMENT FOR
CHILDREN]
.DANCE I./
PERFORMING ARTS
FOR TEENS
DANCER: DANSPACE
BETH SOIL
22 Main St. Old Town 827-8201
Dancer:
Beth Soil
Hudson Museum Shop
Maine Center for the Arts
University of Maine • 581-1903
Special, out of the ordinary,
unique
• Southwestern jewelry
• Original prints
• Eskimo soapstone carvings
• Handmade baskets
• Books
• and much more!
Receive
10% off
when you present
this coupon
at the
Hudson Museum Shop
.. Offer expires 9-30-89
The Hudson Museum Shop Is open: Tuesday
through Saturday 10:00-3:00: Sunday 11:00-3:00 and
prior to most Hutchins Concert Hall events.
Mastercard and Visa accepted.
Nothing is set in stone, Ballinger
stressed, as a large pack of runners are
also ready and eager for the first meet.
"You can't discount Paul Healey, and
Al Claussen is in the best shape of his
life. Chris Mansfield, Brad Blackstone,
Chris Morse, Chris Metcalf, there are a
lot of possibilites. "
Ballinger described Brown as a young
team, according to the coach, who lost
some strong upperclassmen but, as
usual,- have brought in some fine
recruits.
"It seems like every time we get one
or two good kids, Brown gets three or
four," Ballinger said. "They have bet
ter resources than we do."
Bowdoin is an unknown to Ballinger,
• Coe
but based on last year's races, UMaine
should be favored "because we have im-
proved."
The Black Bears have an outside shot
at Brown, Ballinger said.
"Our top three look set for now, with
the next two a bit stronger than the rest.
But I don't know. We'll have to wait and
see. "
The time trial Saturday gave Ballinger
an idea about thetonditioning of his
team, but not anything about team
position.
The meet will begin at 11 a.m.
The Black Beats will travel to the
University of- Vermont next weekend. •
The next home meet is Oct. 6 against the-
University of New Hampshire. _
of Trekkie, to go where no man (or
--woman) has gone before.
Witness another sub 13-second 110
meter hurdles, a high jump of over
eight feet, or Lee Evan's seemingly in-'
vincable 400-meter record shattered
Last summer.
Said Aouita of Morocco, perhaps
the greatest middle distance runner of
all time, holding records from the
1,500 up to the 5,000 meters, is in the
process of shattering all benchmarks
for greatness in those distances.
Claims are made that we can go
higher, fastest, quicker than before.
But take a look at the 800 meters,
and you see a time around 1:41, per-
formed several years ago by Coe,
which led to many claiming that the
(continued from page 14)
1:40 mark can be broken.
Well, it still hasn't-Coe may have
ran his last 800 meters in LA in '84,
where he finished third and said that
"these guys are just too fast," but
his legacy lives on.
- It would be easy to list someone's
accomplishments when they retire,
but that does not necessarily do
justice.
Sebastian Coe will -retire today.
And the sports world will be at a loss.
Dan Bustard is a senior journalism
major from Presque Isle who used
running as an excuse not to spend a
month picking that wonderful delec-
table delight, the potato.
NZ's,
GET INVOLVED
VOLUNTEERS 
WANTED
WORK FOR
THE UNIVERSITY
titzt, 0
771R4c,s
HELPLINE
The HELPLINE is a University phone line for
students who need assistance. Issues may range
from information about resources on campus to
depression and alcohol use.
Qualifications:
GDOD LISTENER
WILLINGNESS TO HELP OTHERS
RESPONSIBLE
WILLING TO WORK OVERNIGHT HOURS
call 1392 for more
Training starts soon
information
_
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(Maine Notebook
The University of Maine. men's soccer team tied Brown University Tuesday
in Providence. UMaine now stands 2-1-1 on the season and will host the
University of Rhode Island Sunday at 1 p.m:
Scoring the Black Bear's lone goal was sophomore Mike Enos, who went
one-on-one after receiving a pass from Mike McQuire with Brown goalie Dan
O'Connel and beat him at the 31:30 mark of the first half.
Brown tied the score on a goal by Vandy French on a corner kick unassisted..
UMaine goalie Todd Brennan •recorded seven saves against 11 shots, and
O'connel saved 10 of 20 shots.
It was Enos!Airst goal of the year.
Harrison named tennis coach
Richard Harrison iS-the OW coach for the men's tennis Nam, replacing
_ _Austin H ummell.
Harrison is attending graudate school at UMaine, working toward a master's
degree in Economics and Development Management. ;
A fomet: tennis professional for Marriott-Barbados and Tropic Tennis in
Barbados, Harrison was the tennis coach at the University of The Virgin
Islands,. where he earned his B.A. in social sciences.
But don't worry, Harrison has faced cooler climates. He was a member
of the Humber College tennis team in Toronto in the mid-70s.
Black Bear Fund point system introdueed
UMaine is introducing a Black Bear Fund Point System .beginning with
the 1989-90 academic year to tie private donations to priority seating and
parking. The announcement was made this week by Skip Chappelle, Executive
Director of the Black Bear Fund.
Effective immediately, ticket priority seating and VIP parking will be bas-
ed On a point system designed'to reward loyalty and total dollar contribu-
tions to UMaine athletics.
Priority for location of new season ticket holders in football, hockey and
men's and women's basketball ‘kill be based upon the number of points,
accumulated.
Current siaso-niidet holders will be grandfathered so that they will be able
to maintain their present seats. However, they will be expected to participate.
Once they do not renew, the seats will become available to the individual with:
the highest point total on the priority list and the general public waiting list
on an alternating basis.
Five points will be awarded for every $100 of undesignated funds used for -
scholarships donated to the Black Bear Fund. One point will be awarded for
every $100 of capital and gift-in-king project donation, or other restricted
athletic donation.
"The new point system clarifies the importance of the Black Bear Fund
as the backbone of Maine athletics," hockey Head Coach Shawn Walsh
said. "To provide all of the programs with the opportunity to achieve success
at the University of Maine, we need the great support of the Blacke Bear
Fund."
Track and field Ruffling -tonight
Anyone interested in competing for the UMaine track and field team, either
indoors or outdoors, should attend a meeting this evening.
The meeting is scheduled for 6 p.m. in ROTC Classroon A.
Tough road for women's tennis
After tomorrow's match with the University of New Hampshire, Coach
David Jensen and the women's tennis team will be road hogs for the rest of
-_khe fall.
The team will play its next nine matches away from, home, including the
North Atlantic Championships and the Maine State Chanipionships.
Jensen will be looking for strong performances from seniors Joanne Ambler
and Kim Keegan, junior Diane Holloway and sophomore Kimberly Hall.
"These four veterans will have to provide the leadership for our young
team," Jensen said. "And with any help from of our freshman class we
can improve on our past seasons."
Golf team swinging to action
Art Guesman's golf team won the ECAC North Regionals last year and
finished 12th in the ECAC Golf Championship.
This could be that good this year as well. Leading the UMaine golfers are
senior Brett Porath and sophomores Tom Hansen and Brian Lawton.
"Brett and Brian are so competitive with each other," Guesman said.
"It's friendly, but it's healthy to have a rivalry like that. Both will work hard
all season so that one doesn't get ahead of the other."
UMaine will participate in the Bowdoin Invitational and Williams Invita-
tional, this weekend.
compiled by Dan Bustard
FREE SCHOMHEINPTT\FIOHRoM(\ j+TE IEODN FOR
 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.
• We have a data bahk of over 200,000 listings of schotarships, fellow.
ships. grInts, and loans, representing over $10 billion In private sector
funding. ,
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic Interests,
career plans, family heritage and place of residence.
• There's money available for students who have been newspaper Carriers,
grocery clerks, cheerleaders. nonsmokers etc
• Results GUARANTEED.
For A Free BrochureCALL
ANYTIME (800) 346-6401
Vincent elected to
replace Giamatti
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Fay Vincent
was elected baseball commissioner
Wednesday, less than two weeks after A.
Bartlett Giamatti died of a heart attack.
Vincent, 51, had been deputy commis-
sioner under Giamatti. his election was
recommended Tuesday during a meeting
of baseball's executive council, which
-fittcl been running the sport since
Giamatti's death Sept. I.
"I take this job. I do not replace Bart.
I know that this is not the way to get this
job," Vincent- said at a pews
conference. -
- 7--
Vincent, who was given the unofficial
title of acting commissioner, by the ex-
ecutive council on Sept. 2, will serve the
remaining 41/2 of Giamatti's term,
through April 1, 1994. He is baseball's
eighth commissioner.
' He spoke of Giamatti's agenda at the
lie* Conference.
"I think Bart had it just right, I think
the transition ought to be relatively
seamless," Vincent said. "There's very
likely to be a deputy commissioner. I
don't have any candidates in mind."
Vincent, who headed baseball's
negotiations with Pete Rose, began his
professional career as a securities lawyer,
worked briefly for chief executive officer
of Colombia Pictures Industries Inc. He
quickly won the respect of baseball of-
ficials with his business and financial
acumen and his quiet gentility.
On the subject of Rose being allowed
to apply f.tqr reinstatetr.ent.after one year,
Vincent refused to discuss hypothetical
situations and said, "That application,
should it arise, will be dealt with in light
of the circumstances at the time. "
Vincent's first announcement was to
reveal that in memory of Giamatti the
players will wear black armbands at the
World Series and the balls used will carry
Giamatti's signature.
PEN RUS
Come meet
the brothers
of
Fit GAMMA DELTA
Tonight
September 14
Dinner served
at
4:30 p.m.
VOLLEYBALL
CLVE
Organizational Meeting
Thursday Sept. 14 ir
6:30 p.m. 110 Little Hall A
res
V
All men and women who are
interested in—competitive
volleyball are invited!
•••
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UMaine meets Brown, Bowdoin Saturday
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
Last fall, Brown Univemity was simply
too much for the University of Maine
women's cross country team, capturing
six of the first 10 places.
This fall, UMaine seems to be better
prepared for the Bruins, who will travel
to Orono with Bowdoin College for a
meet Saturday at noon.
"We should be competitive with
Brown," assistant coach Emily Spiteri
said. "I really don't know what they
have, but Brown always has a good
team."
OXFORD HALL
CLIECK OUT THE ALTERNATIVE
ON US
HOURS
Monday-Friday 2 p.m.-11 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday 2 p.m.-10 p.m.
OFFER GOOD UNTIL Sept.18
-Hot 'Bib
-Free Weights
-Tread Mill
-Steam Bath
-Rowing Machine
-Universal
-Sauna...
While Spiteri is concerned with how
the Black Bears perform, the early meets
are not of the highest importance.
"We aren't worrying about anything
until the North Atlantic Conference
meet (Oct. 21 in Orono)," Spiteri said.
"These meets are only warmups for the
big ones."
Bowdion will be led by Wendy Fedey,
a senior who finished second in this meet
last year, and freshman Karen Fields of
Searsport.
Spiteri feels that UMaine should be
able to defeat Bowdoin.
The time trial held Saturday was
described rby-Spiteri as a "positive ex-
perience" with one runner coming out
and showing vast improvement.
"Morgan Eash had a good time trial.
She is coming on."
Other top finishers were Amy Patter-
son, Carla Lemieux, Karen Salsbury,
Kim Pierce, Kerry Brothers and Lori
Marcch
"Kim was a pleasant surprise,"
Spiteri added. Pierce, a sophomore, was
one of the leading performers for the in-
door and outdoor track teams.
The training ritual is concentrating
more on distance than anything else cur-
rently as UMaine does not want to train
too hard early before hitting the cham-
pionship meets later in the year.
In another note, Anita Grover was rul-
ed ineligible by the National Collegiate
Athletic Association for not telling the
NCAA soon enough that she would not
be excepting her scholarship from Butler
kiniversity in Indianapolis, Indiana. '
Grover will not be able to compete
until next fall.
UMaine will tiave its next home meet
Oct. 6 at the University of New Hamp-
shire. Next weekend, the Black Bears will
travel to the University of Vermont.
Seattle Mariners beat
Boston Red Sox 7 - 4
SEATTLE (AP) - Jay Buhner and
Alvin Davis hit home runs as the Seat-
tle Mariners beat the Boston Red Sat 7-4
Wednesday.
Jerry Reed, 6-6, pitched 1 1/3 innings
for the victory. Mike Schooler got two
outs for his 29th save.
Mike Boddicker, 12-11, gave up six
runs on nine hits in 5 1-3 innings.
Harold Reynolds' leadoff double
keyed a four-run first inning. Davis hit
an RBI single, Ken Griffey Jr. had a
sacrifice fly and Buhner followed with
a two-run homer.
Darnell Coles doubled and scored on
a grounder by Reynolds for a 5-0 lead
in the second.
Danny Heep hit an RBI double in the
Boston fourth and the Red Sox scored
three times in the fifth. John Marzano
had an RBI double and Wade Boggs and
Mike Greenwell hit run-scoring singles
that made it 7-4.
ATTENTION ALL NEW BORROWERS UNDER THE
STAFFORD/ GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PROGRAMS
New changes to Federal regulations require
all new borrowers under the Staf-
ford/Guaranteed Student Loan and Sup-
plemental Loan for Students Programs to at-
tend an entrance interview/loan counseling
session. This affects only those students who
have borrowed or will borrow a Staf-
ford/Guaranteed Student Loan or Sup-
plemental loan for Students for the first time
at the University Of Maine during the
1989-1990 academic year. Those students
who have borrowed under these programs
at the University of Maine during prior years
are exempt from these new requirements.
-
IMPORTANT!!
IMPORTANT!!
IMPORTANT!!
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If you are a new borrower, you will not
receive your Stafford/GSL check until you
have attended one of the entrance inter-
view/loan counseling sessions. There will be
no exceptions to this requirement.
Sessions are as follows:
Tues., September 12 at 2:C3 p.m. Sutton Lounge
Thurs., September 14 at 7:00 p.m. N. Lown Room
Weds., Septernbfr 20 at 7:30 p.m. Sutton Lounge
Fri., September 22 at 3:00 p.m. Sutton Lounge
All sessions are in The Memorial Linion
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Gioiosa conviction could hurt Rose
CINCINNATI (AP) - Thomas
Gioiosa remains loyal to Pete Rose,
but his conviction on tax-evasion
charges puts the former Cincinnati
Reds' manager in a tight squeeze.
A federal jury concluded Tuesday
that there was a conspiracy to hide
Rose's race track winnings from the
IRS - a felony. The jury also believed
the testimony of two witnesses who
are among Rose's main accusers -
Paul Janszen and his girlfriend,
Danita Marcum.
Gioiosa has refused to cooperate
with the baseball and federal in-
vestigations of Rose. But his twO days
of testimony and his ultimate convic-
tion create problems for Rose, who
was his housemate from 1979-84.
"Rose was a big part of the
trial, " assistant U.S. Attorney
William Hunt said.
Rose wasn't on trial - he hasn't been
charged with any crime. But evidence
and testimony developed in Gioiosa's
13-day trial can be used for the federal
grand jury in Cincinnati that is look-
ing into Rose's taxes.
His name was mentioned pro-
minently throughout the testimony.
Each day, federal prosecutors would
begin the court session by wheeling
in a cart with their evidence, including
a copy of the Dowd report that sum-
marized baseball's findings against
Rose.
Baseball investigator John Dowd
concluded in May that Rose had bet
on his own team. Rose was given a
lifetime ban Aug. 24 for illegal
gambling.
Rose's lawyers also took an interest
in Gioiosa's trial. Robert Pitcairn Jr.,
who represented Rose in his lawsuit
against baseball, sat in on some of the
testimony and conferred with
Gioiosa's lawyers during a break.
The trial marked the first time that
some of the testimony against Rose
has been weighed by a jury. The
12-member US. District Court jury
evidently found the accusers
believable.
Janszen, who went to baseball
authorities last winter with allega-
tions that Rose had bet on his team,
testified that Rose had Gioiosa cash
a $47,646 racetrack ticket and claim
it for him to avoid taxes. Marcum and
the track oddsmaker, Bruce Battaglia,
confirmed his account in later
testimony.
That testimony was the basis for
convicting Gioiosa on a charge of
conspiracy to defraud the
government.
Rose has tried to discredit Janszen,
a former traveling companion and
house guest who said he ran Rose's
bets to bookmakers. Hunt was pleas-
ed that Janszen's testimony stood up
.,under cross-examination by Gioiosa's
lawyers.
"I thought he was believeable _on
the stand," Hunt said. "I thought
he handled it well."
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p And IngenuityLexlkon Craftsmanshi
This intelligently designed microsystem, housed in a handsome miniature case, offers increased performance at lower cost.
Like all Lexlkon personal computers, it features quality construction and reliability at a fair price. Ask our customers.
Our goal in designing our newest Lexlkon
personal computer was to reduce its size without
compromising reliability. Check out its numbers.
The Blivet is an 80286 microcomputer
operating at 12 Megahertz, zero wait states. The
motherboard is a new version of the extremely
reliable boardWA-ave used for the past eighteen
months. Ii has provision for four megabyteit'of
memory on board; the standard system has 1024
KB of RAM, more if required. Two serial ports,
a printer port and the floppy disk controller are
built in, making it feasible to use a smaller case
without sacrificing expandibility.
We use a newly designed hard disk drive
that has a built-in controller connected directly
to a host adapter on the motherboard. This new
drive technology provides faster access, a higher
data transfer rate and greater reliability.
Our standard 40 mega-byte and optional
80 megabyte hard disk drives have access times
of 19 milliseconds, Ito 1 interleave, a built-in
64 KB look-ahead disk cache, a data transfer
rate 75% faster than the standard pSTE -) 6 disk
drive interface (433-444 KB/s 
oxse 
220-250 KB/s) and 50,000 hours MT13E, nearly
twice as long as most popular drives. All drives
are preformatted with MS-DOS 3.30 installed.
The front panel has openings for one 3.5"
and one 5 1/4' half-height device. Our standard
system is offered with either a 3.5' 1.44 megabyte
or a 51/4' 1.2 megabyte floppy disk drive. A
second floppy disk drive or a tape backup system
can be installed as an option.
---- The handsome case, finished in tightbeige,
—Measures 161 inches wide, 15.6 inches deep,
3.9 inches high and weighs only 21 pounds. An
enhanced 101-key keyboard is standard.
The 200 watt switching power supply has
ample power to handle additional cards inserted
into the four available expansion slots (two 16-
bit and two 8-bit slots).
The Blivet's performance is outstanding.
The Norton Version 4.5 Cl rating is 13.3, the DI
is 5.3 and the PI is 10.5. The latter two figures
reflect the fast hard disk drive system,
The Blivet is available with three different
monitors • a flat-screen 14' amber or paper white
monochrome III001TOf (shown above), a 14'
VGA color monitor or our premier system with
the new NEC Multisync 3D monitor. Each of the
three monitors has a built-in tilt-swivel base.
The Blivet is a complete microcomputer
system. Outstanding performance, low price and
small size make it an exceptional bargain.
Specifications - Standard model
• 80286 processor running at 12 Mhz
• One megabyte of zero wait state RAM
• Up to 4 megabytes of RAM on motherboard
• 12/8 Mhz operation, switch able on front panel
• 4 unused expansion slots, 2 I6-bit and 2 8-bit
• Socket for 80287 coprocessor.
* Split bus design with adjustable delays for
slower IA-.) cards
• 40 MB disk drive, 19 ms average access time
• 1.2 MB 5 1/4" or 1.44 MB 3.5" floppy drive
• Clockkakndar and configuration maintained
by 5-year computer battery
• 200 watt power supply
• Front panel LED indicators for Power On,
Speed Select and }lard Disk Activity
• Enhanced 10I-key keyboard
• Keyboard lockout switch
• MS-DOS 3.30
• 14" amber monochrome monitor
▪ Compatibility with industry standard software
• Eighteen month limited warranty
For more information on this exceptional
new computer call 207-623-4012 or visit us at
MicroLab
333 Water Street wikort.
Augusta, Maine 04330. MICROSYSTEMS
•
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• Blacks
 (continued from page 14)
other scholars and experts.
Eitzen wrote the paper on black
athletes.
The Academy's final report, "A Com-
mon Destiny: Blacks and American
Society," came out this summer. Its
overall conclusion was that whatever
progress was made in improving the
status of blacks occurred before the early
1970s. Since then, "the status of bla4s
relative to whites has stagnated or
repressed."
The,-report paid little attention to
Eitzen's resrarch on racism in sports, but
'the academy made a copy available to
The Associated Press.
Eitzen is no more Cheerful about the
status of blacks in sports than the com-
mittee was about blacks in society
overall, even though four out of five
basketball players, half the 'football
players and a fifth of the baseball players _
in the big league are black.
"Rather than being free from racism,
sports as a microcosm of the larger
society reflects the same racial pro-
blems. " he says
Applying sociology's use of-statistics
to sports, he concludes:
-If you are a black playeroou've got 
to be considerably-better than a com-
peting white to -be signed to a profes-
sional contract.
-If you're black, expect to play the
less-prestige positionr. the ones that re-
quire brawn, not brains.
-Since those positions are the ones in
which you'll take more of a  physical 
  punishment,_pur playing career will be
shorter and your career earnings from
sports less-That if you were white.
-If you're the black -parents of a
talented athlete, think again if you
believe that sports is your son's entree to
the good life.
Sports as a "mobility escalator" - as
an escape hatch - is a dead end for
almost all, he says.
- The _majority would he better off stret-
ching their minds than their muscles:
America doesn't ht -jobs Cr washed-
out potential athletes who know nothing
but sports.
On the playing fields and courts, cen--
tral positions calling for leadership and.
control go to white players, the research
said, citing the statistics on football
positions.
"It is inconceivable that blacks lack
the ability to play these positions at the
professional level!' Eitzen said.
"Placekick holders must, for example,
have good hands, an important quality
for pass receivers!'
But a 1973 study of all players whose
names appeared in the Football Register
found that two-thirds of professional
pass recei‘ers were black while all the
placekick holders were whites.
To show that "black players must be
better than whiie pláyèiifosuccéèd in
the. sports world!' Eitzen cites research
which compared big league batting
averages. It shows that blacks batted, on
average, 20 points better than their white
counterparts. He concludes that blacks
who play "only" as well as Whites won't
be offered contracts.
How else, he asks, to eicplain statistics
like these: big league black pitchers in
1967 won an average of 10.2 game:
white pitchers that year won 7.5 each on
average: in- basketball, black's career
scoring averages were 11.1 points per
game, compared to 9.3 for whites.
Where is the black who scores only 9.3
points per game? Less likely to play than
a white, with that score, and Eitzen says
that's proof of racism.
',G..... I.
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COMMUTER/U.MAINE EMPLOYEE MEAL PLANS
Department of Residential Life - Dining Services
University of Maine
CHOICES - CONVENIENCE - REASONABLE - NUTRITIOUS - AFFORDABLE
A MEAL PLAN FOR EVERYONE
\. \k;
SERVICES
I • V •
DINING COMMONS MEAL PLANS
Eat in any of the six dining commons - Common Place (Bangor Campus), Hilltop Dining Commons, Stewart Dining Commons, Stodder
Dining Commons. Wells Dining Commons. York Dining Commons. ALL YOU CAN EAT FOR A FIXED PRICE.
5 MEAL PLAN $350.00/'SEMESTER (ANY 5 MEALS/WEEK') •
10 MEAL PLAN $687.50/ 'SEMESTER (ANY 10 MEALS/WEEK)
14 MEAL PLAN $873.0O/'SEMESTER (ANY 14 MEAL/'WEEK)
21 MEAL PLAN $903.0O/'SEMESTER (ANY 21 MEALS/WEETC'T--
•The week of meals begins with Saturday breakfast and ends with Friday dinner.
POINT MEAL PLANS
Eat in any of the six dining commons plus at the Memorial Union Dining Services- Damn Yankee. Bear's Den and at the Fernald Snack Bar.
Point Meal Plan 1: $500/Semester (Value is $550)
AVERAGE ANY 8 MEALS PER WEEk
Point Meal Plan. 3:. THE istAINECARD 1 
YOU SELECT. THE MORE INCREMENTS YOU BUY AT ONE TIME, THE GREATER THE VALUE:
Ar,ount Value Amount Value • ',.•;•A`,9411,‘V•11.
I S50 852 $ ! 300 S323
2 IN 105 7 350 390
150 158 8 4Ct, . 418
4 200 217 9 4H) 497
5 250 267
The MaineCard lets you save money whether you eat three meals a day or enjoy sandwiches, pizza, salads, fruit and other snacks while
you are on campus. Use your MaineCard like cash-at any of the six dining commonsor at the Cash Service Locations: Bear's Den. "Fer-
nald Snack Bar, or the Damn Yankee. When you make a purchase, our electronic card reader deducts the price of your food from your
account. The card reader will display your remaining balance, so you can tell when your account is low. If you eat on campus regularly.
a larger account is a better deal because you get more value for your money. Meal cards cannot be used to purchase alcohol.
When you eat in the dining commons, your MaineCard can only be used for a complete meal. You will be charged the cash price:
Continental Breaxiast ..63
Full Breakfast 3.25
Lunch 4.00
Dinner 4.75
All you can eat for a fixed price:
All meal plans are purchased by the semester and cannot be carried over from one
semester to the next one. There is no refund for unused points.
University of Maine employ eied may purchase any of these meal plan options through
payroll deductions.
THE DINING COMMONS SERVE BREAKFAST, WEEKEND BRUNCH, LUNCH, DINNER, ANDFOOD BARS IN STEWART COMMONS WHICH
FEATURE:
A daily assortment of five or more of the following: submarine sandwiches, seafood in a basket, super salads, stir fry. Italian buffet,
pastas, tacos, pizzas, burgers, sandwich factory, hot dogs. soup, Mexican food, chicken in a basket, assored desserts and a variety of
beverages.
All Dining Commons regularly feature special meals throughout the year such as- Apple Dessert Night, ice Cream Parlor, Coastweek,
Football and Soccer Kickoff Brunches. National Sandwich Day. Maine Produces Night. Hat Night. Martin King Luther, Jr, Day, National
Geographic Awareness Week. etc.
MENUS ARE POSTED WEEKLY OR CALL "COOK" FOR THE DAILY MENU.
THE NEW AND IMPROVED MEMORIAL UNION DINING SERVICES:t
THE BEAR'S DEN
• • 'Faster service with four new stations:
--Self-Service Beverages
-Ice Cream
--Homemade Belgian Waffles
--Individual Pre-Packaged Salads
--Self-Service Pastries
-Three Cashiers Stations
-- New Pizza Parlor with fresh pizza by the slice
or to go and a new beverage station.
-- Quarter pounder hamburgers. hot dogs.
cheeseburgers, fishburgers with or without
cheese, chickenburgers, french fries, onion
rings. baskets of scallops, clams, and chicken
nuggets.
-- Various submarines and sandwiches -
vegetarian, limn- salad, salami, ham, black bear
subs, turkey, chicken salad, roast beef, and tuna
salad.
New Salad and Fruit Station featuring:
Pasta Salad
Chef Marcoux's Salad
Fresh Fruit Salad
Fresh Fruit Display with oranges, apples.
plums. peaches. and other fruits in season.
-.arta
NSW NEAR'S DZN NODAL
Monday • Thursday
Fnday
Saturday. Sunday
7:00 am. to 10:00 p.m
7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
11.00 a.m. to 9.00 pm.
THE EiAMN YANKEE
.2, a
- More ambience - more comfortable - but
still affordable
- Improved, extensive self-service salad bar
- Full luncheons, several choices of hot en-
trees, vegetables, rice, pasta or potatoes
- Continental breakfast
- A variety of sandwiches
- Fresh soup daily
- Coffee, tea, other beats-ages and snacks of
all kinds throughout the day
- Variety of desserts
- Second cash register with capacity to weigh
salads
- Eat on the new patio and enjoy the fall
FERNALD SNACK BAR
A full-service snack bar located on the first floor
of Fernald Hall offering a more personable, cozy
atmosphere. It has a deli line with a variety of
sandwiches and submarines, i.e. turkey, roast
beef, vegetarian, ham, ham salad, chicken salad,
tuna salad. It features daily platters such as
chickenburgers, quarter pounders. hot dogs.
scallops, or clams which include french fries
and beverage. Fernald offers homemade specials
on Wednesdays, i.e. quiche, spaghetti, baked
ham. etc. It also serves salads, a daily diet plate.
yogurt, ice cream, bagels, muffins, fresh fruit
and a variety of hot and cold beverages.
NNW DA.MN TANZ.113 Wosni.se
Monday. Friday
Saturday. Sunday
7 30 a.m. to 2:00 pm.
Closed except for special functions
TNANALD SNACZ NANt NOTralla
Monda,, Friday a m to 2 30 p iii
DAMN YANKEE RESTAURANT — COMING IN OCTOBER
Featuring sit-down service in the evening with entrees such as linguine with a white clam sauce, broiled fish with seafoodcrumb topping, tortillini with pesto sauce and various other chokes Look for flyers announcing the grand 
-opening.
FRESH FOOD — N1UTRITION — SATISFACTION — SPECIAL MENUS — RESTAURANT — FAST
Come join the University Dining Services - your home food away from home!
You can pick up a Commuter/University of Maine employee meal contract and the University Dining Ser-
vices brochure at the following locations.
- The Commuter Services Office
- All the Dining Common;
- The Damn Yankee
- The Bear's Den
University I.D. Office
- Campus Area Offices
Or call the University I.D. Office, 581-4566, to get a copy of the CommuterfU.Maine employee meal 03ntract.
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